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Task force addresses LGBT fears
was formed to assess LGBT
student concerns in order for
the University to make informed
decisions about how to answer

By Matt Clartt
CUES! REPORTER

In August, the University Task
Force on Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual
and Transgendered (LGBT)
Student Concerns submitted its
final report and recommendations to the Division of Student
Affairs.
Since then, changes have been
made that appease LGBT
students' concerns on campus.
According to Oimille Consolvo,
chair of the Task force, the group

them
The report said that most LGBT
students fear for their physical
safety on campus, feel unsafe
and uncomfortable mentioning
their sexual orientation, and feel
they lack sufficient role models
among faculty, administration
and graduate assistants. .
Consolvo was pleased the

Cityhears
complaints

By Nicole Oetsio

CITY NE*S E 01T C H

City officials, students and
residents voiced concerns
at last night's city council
meeting regarding the city
zoning ordinance that prohibits units in the HI and R2
districts from housing over
three unrelated people.
The ordinance, enacted
lanuary 6. 1975, has only
recently been enforced by the

dty the tit) has investigated

900 cases of over-occupancy
since 1995, and an increasing numlx't ol cases caused
officials to debate a solution
this summer.
Due to significant increases In enrollment at BGSU,
large increases in the cost of
education everywhere and
high rent accommodations
with a tighter economic
situation for the typical
college student, we bclicuthat the over-occupancy of
housing In Rl and R2 zones
has been on the rise, and now
requires die city to become
more proactive in addressing
the University," Mayor lohn
Quinn said.
So far 35 citations have been
issued, and all students are
being represented by Student
legal Services. The prosecutors office will allow any other
students and landlords in
violation until IX-cember 31
to rectify the situation with no
citations.
Quinn also explained that
individuals who have rented
in violation of the law are
culpable, as are the landlords

president for Student Affairs
and director of the Center for
Multicultural and Academic
Initiatives, formed the Task Force
in October of 2002 and was quite
pleased with the work they did.
"The committee worked for
over a year in terms of collecting information, interviewing
individuals and conducting the
campus climate survey," Shuford
said.
The data collected during

concerns were discovered when
they were, she said.
"I was pleased that we got
students to talk about these
issues and glad that we have a
better sense of how to address

the needs of this population,* she
said.
The findings were the result
of interviews with faculty and
administration, an online survey
of the student population and
focus groups of students.
Bettina Shuford, assistant vice

LGBT, PAGE 2

RECOMMENDATIONS BY
THE LGBT TASK FORCE
•Develop a LGBT resource center
•Mandate LGBT training lor all
University employees
•Provide at least one gender neutral
bathroom (GNB) in every building
•Update campus forms for variant
gender identities
•Hire more LGBT faculty and staff
•Provide programming for LGBT
students and the entire campus

A NIGHT OF BROADWAY

who have rented to these
individuals. He believes the
University is culpable for
having made housing decisions without considering
the effects on the city. Quinn
expressed concern over
President Sidney Ribeau's
response to his explanation
of the ordinance at last week's

MEETING. PAGE 2

Humvees
updated
for battle
IKE ASSOCIATED PRESS

USG meeting,

"The remarks he chose to
make to that audience were
inflammatory and promoted
division among the parting
positions then'," Quinn said.
"I was, to put it mildly, disappointed and concerned that
a person of his stature and
influence would behave, as I
consider it. so unwisely and
ill-advisedry."
Resident and former
University faculty member
Anissa Ward said her property value has decreased with
more student housing. She
also explained that some
student behavior bothers her.
Ward described one
incident In which her
daughter was exposed to this
behavior.
"A few years ago my
daughter who was then
IT) years-old was walking
down G>urt Street in our city',
and was treated to a young
man urinating out of his
upstairs window aiming at
my daughter and her friends
as they walked by," Ward said.
"I do think that diis type of
thing increases when we have
a larger number of people

•Implement a clear reporting system for acts of LGBT harassment
•Provide "safe" persons lor victims
of LGBT harassment in various
departments
•Include LGBT issues in orientation
programs
•Train resident assistants in
responding to LGBT issues
•Create a LGBT standing committee
•Ensure campus policies are equitable for students, faculty and staff

Brian McRobeMs BGNews

SINGER/PIANIST: Broadway star, Craig Schulman, played and sang at Kobacker Hall last night.
Schulman has been hailed as a master of the performing arts. He will be conducting master classes
with voice and theatre students, during his brief residence at the University.

COLUMBUS, Ohio — The
military is ordering more lightweight armor developed in Ohio
that the armor protects troops
in Humvees from automatic
weapons fire and grenades
without slowing the vehicles.
Unarmored Humvees have
become targets in the war in
Iraq. The vehicle was designed
to carry troops and supplies, not
be part of the fighting. Specialoperations forces were looking
for lighter armor that doesn't
affect their speed or make
Humvees too heavy to transport
on planes.
Some Humvees are being
equipped with up to 3,000
pounds of armor, which slows
them down. The new armor
offers less protection, but weighs
750 pounds.
The military has tested 75
of the armor kits in the Middle
East and has ordered 400 more
from Columbus-based Banelle,
the world's largest independent,
nonprofit research institute
Banelle introduced the armor
kits last week at the Naval
institute's ninth annual Warfare
Exposition and Symposium in
Virginia Beach, Va.
"The bad guys come up with
newer tactics, and we come up
with newer techniques," said
Skip Dirren, who heads Battelles
Navy marketing operations.
With no time to invent armor,
Battelle went to the marketplace
ARMOR. PAGE 2

Space tourism takes step toward reality
By lohn Arttczak
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Laura Raucti AP Photo
SPACESHIP SUBORBITAL FLIGHT
to win the Ansari X Prize in Mojave

Astronaut Brian Binnie Rides on Spaceship One after his suborbital flight
California on Monday October 4, 2004.

FOUR-DAY FORECAST
The four-day forecast is taken
from weather.com

WE0MESDAY

MOJAVE, Calif. — A stubby rocket streaked toward space and
appeared to blast through the
Earth's atmosphere for a second
time in two weeks yesterday in
the final leg of a bid to capture
a $10 million prize meant to
encourage space tourism.
SpaceShipOne, the rocket
plane funded by Microsoft cofounder Paul G. Allen, appeared
to top its required altitude within
minutes of firing its rockets, said
Peter Diamandis, who founded
die X Prize eight years ago.
The plane took off from a desert runway early yesterday, slung
to the belly of a carrier plane widi
a test pilot at the wheel. It was
released at about 46,000 feet and
fired its rockets to continue to an
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the Ansari X Prize, a $10 million
altitude of just over 62 miles.
Radar confirmation of the award that goes to the first prirocket's peak altitude was expect- vately built, manned rocket ship
ed soon after landing, but a to fly in space twice in a span of
two weeks.
crowd of thousands
The choice of Brian
of enthusiasts on
"This is the
the ground began true frontier Binnie as Monday's
pilot was kept secret
celebrating as soon
as SpaceShipOne oftransport- until hours before
the
scheduled
appeared to exceed
tation."
the
minimum
takeoff. Last week.
SpaceShipOne rolled
requirement.
MARION BLAKEY,
dozens of times with
"This is the true
HEAD OF FEDMichaerMeivillatthe
frontier of transpo''ERAL AVIATION
wheel as it hurtled
tation," said Marion
ADMINSTRATlON
toward space at three
C. Blakey, head of the
lederal Aviation Administration, times the speed of sound.
"Let me say I thank God that
who stood near die runway to
1 live in a country where this is
watch the space flight.
"It feels a little bit like Kitty possible." Binnie said after landI lawk must have," Blakey added. ing and receiving a hug of conIf the altitude of 368,000 feet is
confirmed, the backers will claim
ROCKET, PAGE 2
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Restrooms a new solution
found by LBGT task force
L6BT. FROM PAGE 1
that lime, which the report was
compiled from, led the Task
Force to recommend several
changes for the Division of
Student Affairs to implement.

The
recommendations
include developing a LGBT
resource center, providing at
least one gender neutral bathroom (CAB) in every building
and ensuring campus paldes
are equitable for all students,
faculty and staff.
The campus policies that
the Task Force mentioned in
their recommendations included placing gender identity
and gender expression in the
University Is non-discrimination
policy, treating male and female
guests similarly in the overnight
guest policies and extending
full employment benefits to
domestic partners.
Some of the recommendations drew from a comparison
stud) conducted by the Task
Force. That study compared the
University s IXiBT resources and
programsto 12 other institutions
of higher education, including
Ohio State University and The
University of Toledo.
A recommendation that is in
the process of being implemented is domestic partner benefits,
which have been given to fulltime faculty and staff at Miami
University, Ohio State University,
Ohio University and more than
70 percent of the universities
in the .Association of American
Universities.
Cleveland State University has
announced plans to implement
such benefits.
At the University, FacultySenate has formed a Domestic
Partner Benefits Ad Hoc
Committee, which is currently
conducting a survey to determine the cost of implementing
such benefits. It will submit its
final report in the spring.

"Since the report
has come out, there's
certainly been lots of
people on campus
really beginning to
focus on LGBT issues
and so one good
thing that came out
immediately... was
development of a
resource room."
BETTINASHUFORD.
ASSISTANT VICE PRESIDENT FOR
STUDENT AFFAIRS
According to Shuford, since
the report was released, there
has been movement towards at
least three of the recommendations.
"Since the report has come
out, there's certainly been lots of
people on campus really beginning to focus on LGBT issues,"
she said, "and so one good thing
that came out immediately after
the repon was released was the
development of a LGBT resource
room."
The LGBT Resource Center—
which is currently in the process of purchasing materials that
can be used across campus to
educate students,
faculty
and staff—is located in 404
Saddlemire.
Anotheroffspringofthereport,
the Division of Student Affair's
LGBT Advisory Board, will be
looking at developing short- and
long-term goals for improving
1GBT students' University experiences. The board will meet for
the first time in the next few
weeks.
The Center for Multicultural
and Academic Initiatives is also
expanding its Safe Zone LGBT
educational programs, which

are already administered to
Resident Advisors, to include
training for members of f
ratemities and sororities.
The
University
begun
introducing gender neutral
bathrooms (GNBs) in the spring,
which protect LGBT students.
LGBT individuals who use a restroom, but who do not appear to
be of the correct gender for that
restroom, have reportedly experienced trouble because they
appear of the wrong gender.
University senior and IXiBT
community member Andy
lones
is familar with the
problems surrounding gendered
restrooms. According to Jones,
a friend of his was once jailed
overnight, because a security
official believed he was entering
the wrong bathroom.
"1 think GNBs are a good idea,
because it allows anybody to
use a public restroom without
fear of discrimination, bodily
harm, incarceration, or mental
anguish," lones said.
The implementation of these
restrooms on campus has been
rather simple, according to
Shuford.
The restrooms. are in the
Kreischer and Residence Halls
and Jerome Library.
"Some restrooms on campus
have been designated as gender
neutral, particularly bathrooms
where there was just one stall
and there was a lock on the door,
making it really easy for that
transition," she said.
The bathrooms, which are
quite similar to guest restrooms
in Residence Halls, provide a
private and clean — due to less
use — restroom experience for
students.
Sophomore lared Mills is
thrilled with the new restrooms.
"The more bathrooms, the
better," Mills said, "I think that
because 1 am a pleaser. If one
group isn't happy, I'm not happy
until they're happy."

bgnews.com
Check us out
online!

EXTRA COVERAGE: A new armor has been designed In Ohio to protect army vehicles like Humvees in Iraq.

Lighter armor increases safety
ARMOR. FROM PAGE2
and found that an armor made
of polyethylene and titanium
survived testing at its laboratory.
The armor is 15 times stronger than steel, according to John
Bockbrader, project manager. His
team of engineers adapted the
armor to fit Humvee pans oftervulnerable, including doors, seats,
wheel wells and the underbody.
The armor will not stop blasts
from homemade bombs and

escorted could accelerate faster
in an attack, he said.
"When you're attacked, you
have to have the ability to hit the
gas pedal and go and not be snick
at 45 to 50 mph," Casteel said.
The government has paid
Battelle S25 million to work on
the armor during the past three
years. Battelle is selling it to the
i X'lrnse Department for $90,000
to $120,000 per kit.
Traditionally, 90 percent of
Battelle's business is contract

Ordinance brings criticism
MEETING. FROM PAGE 1
living in a small residence than
that residence is intended for."
Not everyone in attendance
agreed with Quinn's statements,
and USG president Alex Wright
stated the concerns students
have expressed to him.
Wright stated that around
Sept.. 13 the Bowling Green
Police Division started knocking
on students doors asking how
many people live there.
He stated that vehicular traffic
has been a concern to the city,
but students are now parking on
the street so officials do not see
as many cars in driveways.
"Students are scared. Good
students are scared," Wright said.
"Students who have done nothing
else but want to live with three or
four of their friends are scared.

AinPane prices
~ unnaturally low...

shop

rockel grenades that Iraqi insurgents have repeatedly used.
But the lighter armor will help,
said 1st U. Tim CasteeL who
returned to Ohio Sept 3 from a
15-month tour in Iraq.
During Casteel's last three
months in Iraq, his Middletownbased unit, the 324th Military
Mice Company, escorted truck
convoys, he said.
His group rode in Humvees
loaded with so much ceramic
armor that the cargo trucks they

check us ouC when
jou're on the go.

eat
BGSUrve Presents:

Make A Difference Day!
MAKE A Dlf HROKI DAY

I get calLs from my friends and
people 1 don't know wanting to
know what to do."
Wright also said Dec 31 is
not enough time for students to
find a new lease, because leases
are from August to August and
students are focused on school
now. He also said that landlords

should be held accountable for
allowing additional occupants in

properties,
Wright rebutted Quinn's
opinion on Ribcau's statements,
and said he thinks Kiheau was
questioning how the city has
handled the situation.
"I don't believe he was trying
to lie inflammatory." Wright said.
• I think he was just surprised, as
we were, that we didn't know
about this beforehand because
we had plenty of opportunities
lor an open dialogue about this

issue
At-Urge USG senator Niki
Messmore expressed concerns
students have about the ordinance, and said situations like
Wants are DM dependant on the
number of people in a residence
Honestly, 1 don't understand how having more than
three unrelated citizens seems
to destroy the high quality of
life the mayor wants to uphold
ing the city of Bowling Green,"
Messmore said. "While 1 under
stand that maybe some instances can occur, those instances
can occur with just three or two
people living together."
Student Iciyce Christopher
said she believes city officials are
profiling students.
"Without students this city
would not be flourishing as n Is,

Christopher said

Plane sets mark
ROCKET, FROM PAGE I

funs 21-

gratulations from his wife. "And 1
really mean that.
"There's no place on Earth thai
you can take this flag and take it
up to space."
Melvill also flew the first flight
by a private plane into space on

Last week. Richard Branson,
the British airline mogul and
adventurer, announced that
beginning in 2007, he will begin
offering paying customers flights
into space aboard rockets like
roe spaceship!. Inc. He plans to
call the service Virgin Galactic.
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p\ease join the Kappa De/ta>s f(

ICE CREAM!!!

!

It's coming A new way to live your lite Rejuvenate Replenish
Live. It's The Town Center at Levis Commons, and it's coming
your way on October 26.
Johnny Rockets, Blue Pacific Grill, Starbucks Coffee
and Max & Erma's . not to mention Biaggi's Ristorante
Italiano arriving in February 2005. These are just a few ol the
tastier things in lite, coming your way to make life more savory
and flavorful
Want to know more? Visit us at www ShopLevisCommons.com.
■Join" our special e-community of triends, learn the latest,
receive special news, tips and discounts, and receive a special
invitationlor you and a Iriend to be a part of our pre-opening
Friends Shopping Day. It's lite. Simplified.

On Tuesday, October 5th, from 9:1 5-10:30.
the klv- will be holding an Open Recruitment event
ami making yummy Banana 'splits''

n«sn<«Uxi

WHAT:
Make A Difference Day (in BG)
WHEN:
Saturday, October 23, 2004
WHERE:
Alterra Sterling Home, Blakely Care Center,
and Wood County Committee on Aging
WHY:
To help break down the barriers between
college students and the older community,
make a difference, and have fun!
WHO:
YOU!

r

H

E

TOWN

CENTER

AI

•J^EVIS COMMONS
life, simplified.
www.Shop Levis Commons .com

HOW TO GET INVOLVED:
Sign up at the Information Desk at the
Student Union starting October 4.
Hurry! Space is limited!
Questions?? Contact the Office of
Campus Involvement. 2-2343, 401 BTSU

I icmc ovei to cir house IM^IH acroes from Mat'
in meet new people ana to partii u
in the Ice Cfeam eating frenzy!!
I iontaCC Beth B. 4-H07 or ebajor@hKnct.k:«i.eo'u

k\ K\ k.\ k\ k\ k.\

k\

k\ k\ k\
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HOMECOMING COURT VOTING BEGINS THIS WEEK

CAMPUS

Who has the best school spirit? Which student represents
the University the most? Vote for your favorite court
member Thursday thru Thursday in the Union Lobby
from 11 a.m.- 6 p.m. Also, look for more tidbits about
the Homecoming Court, in the Homecoming Tab at
the end of the week.

J

HOMECOMING
in Bli 2004

v
"It's a great

"It's a great
honor. It will
allow commuters to fed

they can still

model for

to represent
BGina posl
tive manner."

other students.

get involved

"It's an opportunity to get
to know other

"Being a role

opportunity

students and

(iollege is

about being
involved and

BGSU."

I think so
much of
this campus and

honorlo

represent
BGSU."

It's a big
honor.'
r
Be™j»*& am

Emily Reeves

Lonardo
SFNI0R

SENIOR

SENIOR

9 a.m.-5 p.m.
2004 Homecoming Event ticket
Sales
Sponsored by UAO
Union lobby
l(h30 a-m.-3 p. m.

EXPO lob I air- opportunities for
all majors. Professional, cooperative education, and internship
opportunities
Perry Field House
II .i.m -l. p.m.
I loiiiecoiningMerchandise Sales
Sponsored by Homecoming
Steering Committee
Student Union Lobby

Sponsored

by

Amnesty

International

Student Union Lobby
11 a.m.
Sushi luesdays in Founders
Keepers Pood Goun
By Popular Demand., .SUSHI!
Founders Keepers Food Court
Noon
Kixk-a-thun

i tmdralsei foi local charirj and
raffle for door prizes, sponsored
in Alpha Phi On*
Ihiiiin ()ml Pedestrian Mull

me very

Kent Vandock
SENIOR

6 p.m. - 8 p.m.
I temp lewelry
loin our workshop where you
will be taught the basics of creating hemp jewelry. Learn several
stitches used to design jewelry,
Total Cost $11
Student
Union 316-Alumni
Room

Kara Hall
SENIOR

During the third annual Silent
witness Unveiling at Bowling
Green State University, more
than 30 life-sized silhouettes representing t >hio women who have

been killed as the result of domestic violence will be unveiled
Student

Union

202B Student Union

Discussions on Political Issues
that
affect
Racial/Ethnic
Communities.Theevent Is to discuss the upcoming Presidential
elections and the affects it
will have on the Racial/Ethnic
Communities
Student Union Theatre

8 p.m.
Space Dreams
Multi-media show in the
Planetarium.
A SI donation is suggested for

7:30 p.m.-9 p.m.
Worship
t one join Real I Be as we learn
more about lesus Christ. There
Will be a timeof worship as well as
a deep look Into the Bible. We \\ ill
trj and understand the teachings
of Christ and try to apprj them to
life in todays culture

8 p.m.
Student Composers' Forum
For more information, contact
the Moore Musical Arts Center
Box Office: 419-372-8171 or 1800-589-2224

Multipurpose

Room
3:30 p.m.
I mpowermentGroupforWomen
Survivors ol Abusive Dating
Relationships. Confidentiality Is
emphasized
The Wbmeni I enter, 107 Hanna
Hull

entry to the event
BGSU Planetariiun -112 Physical
Sciences Lab Bldg.

Bryan Recital HaU

COMPACT DISCS & DVDS

Angie Jackson
SENIOR

9 p.m.
Mil I larmon and admissions rep
from OH Univ. College of osteopatliic medicine will be here!
AED, the pre-health professions society will be hosting
Jill Harmon an admissions rep
from Ohio, University's College
of Osteopalhic Medicine as their
speaker. Everyone is welcome
and refreshments will be served
altci the meeting
Life Sciences 112

SINCE 1971
NORTHWEST OHIO'S
OLDEST & LARGEST

NORTHWEST OHIO'S

LARGEST
SELECTION

Ryan Hudak
SENIOR

8 p.m. - 9 p.m.
Come loin Our Student-run
Music Television Organization.
There are opportunities in teleproduction, writing, and promotions. Even if you have no
experience, the focus of our organi/ntimi is to provide hands-on
experience to the community.
For more information, check out
wwv.bgvideobank.org or stop by
our meeting...dorit eat dinner,
because we're ordering pizza!
31WestHali

7:30 p.m.
luan Williams, a l-'ox News
Political Analyst and NTH Senior
t orrespondent will give the
2004 Currier I ecture. titled "An
Insider's View from Washington:
Thoughts on the 2004 Section."
Reception and book signing to
follow the lei tine

6 p.m. - 8 p.m.

12 p.m.-1 p.m.
Silent Witness Unveiling

11 a.m. - 4 p.m.
Petition Drive

"I feel so
honored to
represent BG.
I'm proud of
myself and
the other
court members."

year."

getaJife
Tt>.> calendar
.,(,nil-r of
,il not
niiipti is
■■ taken
1 iLi'ii (mm
(mn>
The
http-J'cu-nts.bgsu.e<luy

that
makes
proud —
the icing
on the
Chris Renner cake for
my senior
SENIOR

i get to set .in
example for
my fellow students on how
lo be an academic leader."

it's a
chance to
represent
all ol the
students
at BGSU."

Its something

everyone
here, that

Brittany Barhite Brady Bourquin
SENIOR
SI NOR

to show off BG
spirit —and to
meet a lot of
alumni."

Your 2004 Homecoming Court

doing your
best.''

and be part of

-■&

GIFT
CERTIFICATES
AVAILABLE
ANY AMOUNT!

WE

RECORDS • TAPES

COMPACT DISCS • DVD'S

INDEPENDENT

SPECIAL
ORDER
ANY TITLE!

MUSIC STORE

SINCE 1971
NOW

IN STOCK! "YOUR MUSIC LIBRARY" ON SALE!
z
o
■n 7)
O <

O >
2 m

5o oc/>

m
i"
O m
C/> o
o
(/> o

H

OPEN 7 DAYS
MON-THURS
9AM TO 10PM
FRI & SAT
9AM TO MIDNIGHT
SUNDAY
11AM TO 7PM

MOVIE DVD'S • MUSIC DVD'S
NEW RELEASES • DEEP CATALOGUE • IMPORTS • POP ROCK • R&B
RAP • JAZZ • BLUES • FOLK ^BLUEGRASS • COUNTRY • COMEDY
CHRISTIAN • CHILDRENS • SOUNDTRACKS • RARE TITLES • BOXSETS
REGGAE • NEW AGE • CLASSICAL
AND MORE.
BEST SELECTION!

'FIND IT AT FINDERS'

DOWNTOWN B.G.
128 N. MAIN ST. '

419-352-7677

GREAT PRICESI

WE
BUY AND SELL
USED
CD'S AND DVD'S

DOWNTOWN FINDLAY
403 S. MAIN ST.

STOP IN TO ENTER FINDERS CONTESTS & GIVEAWAYS

SIGN UP FOR OUR EMAIL NEWSLETTER AT WWW.FINPERSRECORDS.CO.VI
>
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OPINION

"I even take the position that sexual orgies
eliminate social tensions and ought to be
encouraged.''
Supreme Court Justice Antonin Scalia, after being challenged about his view's
on sexual morality during a question-and-answer period at a Harvard University

forum.
(HarvanJCniibon)

l'-\VIKK
untr. r,i/inMii.\i,i
EDITORIAL I THE
mi. DAILY
i'-\M.r IIII.I.I
FREE PRESS
nM(BOSTON
i»'-"-"U.)
•■

^

Officials handle situation poorly
The Supreme Court made
a decision last week to hear a
case that could HIM'the
government vast power over
people's private property
Under the Eminent Domain
clause, government would be
enabled to raze people's homes
.mil replace them with health
clubs or hotels, all In the name
of the "public good."
Under this clause, slate
governments have the right
to seize property if they feel
it could be used for a greater

cause, such as the expansion of
a highway or the renovation of a
dilapidated housing complex.
In Connecticut, however, the
clause was recently used not
to revitalize areas in need of
reconstruction, but instead to
construct a new riverfront hotel
and health club, according to
The Associated Press.
The state claimed the seizure
of a collection of Victorian
homes in a working-class New
I mull HI neighborhood to build
a hotel would benefit the public

good by promoting economic
development.
Attracting tourists and raising
tax revenue does not do much
for the public good if it means
also kicking people out of their
homes.
The use of this clause to help
build profitable businesses
exploits the intention of the
clause.
Most disturbing about this
decision is that it helps private
developers more than it does
the public.

In Connecticut, the state
sided with private companies
lather than many of its
residents to develop the
Thames waterfront, in the name
ol increasing tourism, which
would in turn trigger economic
development.
But if Connecticut officials
are interested in promoting
economic development, they
must find other ways to do it
besides taking people's private
property.
Rather than manipulating

a law to force residents out of
their homes and allowing the
issue to travel to the Supreme
Court, the state should have
approached the homeowners in
the desired property in a more
civilized manner.
Officials should have asked
these residents if they'd be
willing to move out of their
homes and offer them the
market value of their homes, as
decided by the property owner's
appraiser, if they do decide to
move out.

By forcing their way into
these people's homes, the state
showed a complete lack of
compassion for the people it
serves.
Should it side with the state
of Connecticut, the Supreme
Court would allow the
government to seize people's
private property, violating their
most basic rights, simply to
promote private development.
The decision could enable
the state to overlook the public
good, all in the name of quick
economic development.

Bush a feminist?
UTTERS TO THE EDITOR, PEOPLE
ONTHE STREET
BGSU students
deserve better
As many of you, I'm sure, are
aware, there have been several
new and newly enforced laws
within the city of Bowling (Ireen
that have recently come under
fire.
The new nuisance party
ordinance, as well as the higher
level of enforcement of Rl and
R2 zoning areas, has caused a
stir widiin die entire community
of Bowling Green.
While it is clear that both
of these deal directly with
University students, it lias been
seen that the administration of
the city of Bowling Gn * n
specifically the mayor, cannot

make up its mind as to whether
or not the city and the University
have anything to do with one
another.
In public comments made
regarding the Rl and R2 zoning
issue, the mayor made
statements referring to the fact
that he did not feel that, because
die city is home to a state
university of over 20.000
students, there should be any
special laws or circumstances.
I lowevcr. in a public forum
only 24 hours later, the mayor
was arguing in support of the
Nuisance Party Order which was
passed because of the parties
that go along with being the
home to a state university of over
20,000 students.
It appears diat die mayor is
having a hard time understand-

ing that Bowling (ireen State
University accounts for nearly
half of the population of Bowling
Green, adds a hefty sum to die
city's tax base and is the city's
largest employ i.
During welcoming activities at
the beginning of the
semester, the mayor could be
seen encouraging students to
participate and spend money in
the community.
Why then is the mayor
refusing to believe that having a
university does make an Impact
on the city?
The students of BGSU are
members of the community (as
pointed out by the mayor! and it
is time that the city stop treating
them as second class residents.

Adam J. Russell
Student

"Do you think
celebrities should
publicly voice their
political opinions?"

JESSICA VALENTI
SOPHOMORE, FASHION

MERCHANDISING
"Sure, because they
voice their opinions
on everything else."

Sudan needs liberation as well
don't give a crap about. After 60
minutes of diametric opposiDANIEL
tion, both candidates were clear
ADAMS
on one thing - we won't fight a
war of mercy in Sudan.
U-WmCohmmisi
We will, however, fight a war
of mercy in Iraq.
"It's hard work," is all die
The difference between the
president, at his delusional
two? It surely isn't need. I urge
and dogmatic best, would
die reader to compare the
allow himself to admit to the
record of the Iraqi Baath regime
American people Thursday
to the regime currently in place
night about the war in Iraq.
in Khartoum. Though 1 don't
I couldn't help but choke
wish to get into die habit of
a bit on diose words. Hard
comparing atrocities, if there
work? Mr. President, mowis a war of mercy to be fought
ing the grass is hard work.
in the world today, it's in Africa,
Raking leaves is hard work. To
and if there is a war to be fought
intentionally downplay this, a
in Africa, it's in the Sudan.
struggle against a well-armed
But we won't fight a war of
militia, as if it were a struggle
mercy in Sudan.
against a stubborn crab grass is
Clearly, this is somewhat
at best absurd. At worst, it's just
inconsistent. Worse though, it
downright offensive.
just plain stinks. The war in Iraq
Then again, America doesn't
is today what it was from the
exactly seem offended.
start: a strategic war, meant to
Quite the opposite actuadvance U.S. interests abroad.
ally. So long as it's said with a
The Iraqi people are and
straight face, a little convicalways have been secondtion and a folksy twang, then
ary, even an afterthought to
.America's buying. Hell; this is
an administration that knew
an America that left remarkably
what it wanted and just took
unchallenged the biggest
it They bombed and blasted
rhetorical shift in recent
and besieged the mercy into
memory - that Iraq was about
Iraq like a father's tough love.
liberation and freedom, and not They spent and threw away the
political capital of Sept. 11 like
about terrorism and WMDs.
Don't blame the salesman
it was monopoly money, selling
a former fringe ideology to the
- blame the buyer. We were sold
Nascar crowd until it got red,
a war on terror. We got a war on
Saddam. A war of mercy. And
white and blue in the face.
Are the Iraqi people better off
judging by the recent polls, that
for it? Absolutely. In a perverted
doesn't seem to bother us one
instance of irony, the despibit.
cable actions of their dictator
OK America, then what
generated enough international
about Sudan?
it came up almost last in the
ire as to get them help.
If only the suffering people
debate, sandwiched between
of Sudan could have been so
the other hot spots that we
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lucky as to be a member of the
Axis of Evil. Maybe if they had a
few more WMDs or a few more
connections to international
terrorism, they would have
gotten help. Instead, the
Sudanese have been abandoned, left to deal with the
greatest crime of all, genocide.
Both candidates had
no problem calling it that
Thursday. Both had a problem
saying that it warranted U.S.
action.
Meanwhile, Iraq is gening
the equivalent of a modem day
Marshall Plan. Billions in aid.
Thousands of U.S. troops. The
attentive eyes of a nation fixed
on its transition to democracy.
Sudan? Well it got a $200
million care package and a
"Get Well Soon" card, because
we care.
America the merciful seems
to have found its blinders
again. If Iraq actually is a war of
mercy, then ours has become a
peculiar brand of mercy. Mercy
with certain conditions. Mercy
at the barrel of a gun. Mercy
when and where it is politically
convenient.
If Bush is correct in his
hyper-optimistic assessment
of the situation - that we are
well on our way to seeing a
stable, democratic Iraq - then
the citizens of Iraq will have
benefited immensely from their
having been targeted in the war
on terror.
If not, then the American
people deserved to be leveled
with, that the war has failed in
its basic mission.
And if we're now in the
mercy business, then let's damn
well start acting like it.
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NICOLE DELISIO CITY NEWS EDITOR
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KAITLIN DAHLEEN
FRESHMAN,
INTERNATIONAL STUDIES

"Only if they are
focusing on voter
registration."

KRISTY MORMAN
FRESHMAN, BUSINESS
AND FILM PRODUCTION

"They should stick
to their profession
and try not to change
anyone's beliefs."

CODYKIRSCHNER

SENIOR, VCT
"Only if they're talking about Scientology
or the Kabbalah.^

I don't think so
Ever wonder what that "W" in
George W. Bush's name really
stands for?
I've already brainstormed
a few diat are quite fitting for
Bush: perhaps White-collar, or
maybe an acronym, such as
WASP
But Bush has his own idea
about what that W stands for.
Bush thinks that W stands for...
Women!
I hat's pretty cute, huh?
The most adorable part alxiut
it is that ladies can now go and
get themselves official " W Stands
For Women" merchandise at the
Bush re-election web site.
It's nice that Bush is willing to
admit that he needs die female
vote in order to win this election.
Women favor Kerry over Bush
by a whopping 12 percentage
points. Clearly, Bush needs to
spend a lot more time wooing
American women voters, or he
might lose.
The women who support this
slogan claim that Bush keeps
women's priorities in mind,
because he did, after all, liberate
millions of women in Iraq and
Afghanistan. 'Hiey credit him
for rescuing these women from
torture and tyranny, and giving
diem the right to attend school.
Therefore, he's, like, practically
a feminist!
Nope. George W. Bush is not a
feminist. Not even close. These
things he boasts about doing
for the Iraqi and Afghan women
were not acts of heroism; they
were just the right things to do.
It's not much to boast about, yet
it seems to be the central focus
of the W Stands For Women
campaign.
Upon perusing the Blogs
For Bush web-site, it becomes
apparent that issues such as
reproductive rights, one of the
biggest concerns for women
today, are not even addressed.
This is because Bush believes
the choices a woman should
be able to make about her own
body are best made by male
lawmakers.
Under the Bush administration, Attorney General lohn
Ashcroft allowed the U.S. justice
Department to seize medical
records of thousands of women
from six Planned Parenthood
centers for their "review."
Ashcroft claimed that this was
done to enforce the ban on lateterm ("partial-birth") abortions.
Upon closer inspection, it is
clear that it was written so they
coulcl take as many records as
they could possibly get away
with.

MEGAN
SCHMIDT
Opinion Columnist

Abortion is a legal procedure,
and these are women's private
issues.
So what right does this administration have to be so nosy?
Ninety percent of the women
who visit Planned Parenthoods
aren't even going there to seek
abortions.
I'm not trying to make a case
for whether abortion is ethical.
The law says that every
woman has a right to one, and
she also has the right to keep
that choice her personal
business.
Immediately upon taking
office, Bush also instated the
"global gag nile" which denies
funding to international
organizations in developing
nations that support or perform
abortions. Could he be any more
eager to deny these women
basic health care?
On the home front. Bush
suggested eliminating required
contraceptive coverage for
female federal employees.
Anyone can see how discriminatory diis is. I mean, nobody
asks to get cancer, but if you got
it, hopefully your health insurance would cover it, right?
I didn't ask to have a
menstrual cycle, but 1 have one,
so I expect my health insurance to cover everything that
comes along with that, too. To
be denied that is discrimination.
Yet Bush wants to deny it of the
women who work right in the
White House, so imagine what
he would be willing to deny you.
One thing he'd love to deny
you is access to emergency
contraception (i.e. the morningafter pill). Due to pressure from
the Bush administration, the
FDA decided against making the
pill available without a prescription. So even if you are willing to
shell out the money yourself for
such an item, you aren't allowed.
Of course, in a perfect Bush
world, you would be ignorant
of knowledge of contraceptives,
anyway.
Maybe that's why Bush took
the liberty of altering content
on die Department of Labor
Women's Bureau web site, which
once read that condoms could
help prevent the spread of
sexually transmitted diseases,
but now says diat this
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR are to be fewer
than 300 words. These are usually
in response to a current issue on the
University's campus or the Bowling
Green area.
GUEST COLUMNS are longer pieces
between 600 and 800 words. These
are usually also in response to a current issue on the University's campus
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Letters to the Editor and Guest
Columns are printed as space on the
Opinion Page permits. Additional
letters to the Editor or Guest
Columns may be published online.
Name, year and phone number
should V« included for verification
purposes. Personal attacks, unverified
information or anonymous submissions will not be printed.

E-MAIL SUBMISSIONS as an attachment to thenews@bgnews.com
with the subject line marked "Letter
to the Editor or "Guest Column." Only
e-mailed letters and columns will be
considered for printing. All letters are
subject to review for length and darity
before printing.
Opinion columns do not necessarily
reflect the views of The BG News.
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Conan is the proper choice
scon
RANK

U-WmCoh,mnisi
List week, an event
happened thai could resulted
the stale world of network
television
NBC announced that Oman
O'Brien will be lay lijno's
successor when he retires in
2009.
They preemptively named
him as the host to avoid a type
of power struggle similar to the
early '90s version between Leno
and I )avid Lctterman after
Johnny Carson retired.
I his is die best news I've
heard in a long time.
(ionatl is unc|iiestionably
the funniest man on late-night
television
Forget I (Herman and Leno
- they arc dinosaurs who ran
out of comic material once BID
Clinton left office
in glorious contrast, ('/man
fills even episode with loads of
sett-effacing humor and zany
skits dial are too weird not to
love.
Example In his newest
comedy bit he has a big fake
leva that he pulls several times
a night, and it shows a 10seoond dip from "Walker, lens
Hanger." I he audieni c is then
treated to an awkwardly edited
scene featuring Chuck Norris,
one of the most ridiculous
actors in tin1 universe,
('(iii.uis Walker, was

Ranger" lever is low-budget and
random, but it's 100 times
funnier than the expensive
gimmicks used by Lettennan
and Leno.
And 1 haven't even
mentioned Conan's other
pieces of comedy gold.
There's Triumph the Insult
Comic Dog, who managed to
piss off all of Canada (which
scores major points in my
book), Conan's Wild Desk Ride
and the ( lutch ( argo skit, in
which an actor's lips appear
over a still image of President
Bush, Arnold Schwarzenegger
and other people who won^
evei appear on Conan's show.
III contrast, Ixmerman and
Leno arc well past their prime
and their ages are starting to
show.
It's sad to watch the 57vear-old Letterman try to look
hip by bringing in musical acts
like I ran/ fcrdinand when it's
obvious he's been out of the
musical loop for two decades.
But lctterman has his
redeeming features.
I lis top It) lists are still tunny,
and his banter with Paul Shaffer
Is about 50 percent as good
as the dialogue lierween Max
U'einbcrg and Conan
U'lternian definitely tops

lay Leno, who is completely
unworthy to fill die seat of
lohnny Carson.

i very night Its the same
thing: lav struts out with his
grotesque!) oversized chin,
opens the show with ■ sttfl

monologue of bland jokes
(some so bland dial even Kevin
Eubanks has trouble
laughing) and conducts a
formulaic interview.
The only segment that can
even qualify' as humor is lay
Walking where lay tracks down
tourists and asks them what
year the War of 1812 took place.
They obviously don't know the
answer, and hilarity ensues.
If you took this skit and
replaced lay l-eno with Bill
Cosby, it wouldn't lie too
different from an episode of
"Kids Say the Danidest Things."
My biggest fear about Conan
taking over the show is that
1-eno's old audience won't
appreciate his brand of humor.
Old baby boomers who laugh
at leno's latest zinger about
John Kerry's long face might be
((inlused by die Pimpbot 5000,
a robotic pimp that "combines
the classic sensibilities of a
1950s robot with the dynamic
Hare of a 1970s street pimp."
But that's their problem.
They can either learn to
appreciate better humor or
settle for renins of Leno
whenever his show starts
appearing on TV Land.
These audiences have settled
for a second rate talk-show host
for too long.
Conan will begin his glorious
reign in five years and make die
11:30 p.m. time slot infinitely
funnier.
That's a gift that network
television doesn't deserve.

Voting apathy solution not easy
TREY
SMITH
U-WmCokamvS
|6n Stewart, the great
political theorist ol our day. has
released a txx>k titled "America
\t iti/cn's Guide to Democrac)
Inaction." 1 le traces the history
ofour American democracy
and pokes fun at the apathetic
\ineiii.in citi/enry.

He argues Election Do] is

the only time when Americans
remember they thie In a
(democracy. Yet, less than half ol
diose who remember this is a
democracy actually remember
to vote on Election Day
With our Mitel turnout rale

beingone of lowest In the free
world, numerous get out the
vote'dines have appeared
across the country
llniuisiu dt New Mexico
campus: How mam limes a
day are you asked if you are
registered to vote?
The New Voters Project, the
Public Interest ResourceGtoup
and many other groups are
pa\ trig interns thousands of
dollars to convince students to
vote.
While I appreciate what
these groups are trying to do, I
am also saddened that this is
what our democracy has come
to. We can only get Americans
to vote by spending millions ol
dollars on campaigns that let
people know they can vote.
Experts on student voting
trends have been flown in to
the University with the sole
job of mobilizing our student
population.
It \ou add the salaries ol
cverv intern who has been
hired to register voters.

probably hundreds ol
thousands of dollars are being
spent on theUniveisil) nl Vu
Mexico campus alone.
Is this really necessary? It is
~iv ilthis is the only way
we can get students excited
about living in a democracy
These "get out the vote"
campaigns will not be
successful. Americans, students
especially, do not like being told
to do anything.
No matter how many times
Bono or led Hanson tell young
people they should vote, it will
not make them care.
i rasing apathy bora students
is not going to come from Sit)
(etebrit) spokesperson or Rock

"No matter how
many times
Bono or Ted
Danson tell
young people
they should vote,
it will not make
them care."

standable why Americans may
lake their own government for
gnu tied, since we have a
president chosen from a
wide-open field of two men
every four years, a Congress
the Vote concert.
that has a 99 percent incumIronically, it is going to have
henev rale, and a Supreme
to come from the classroom.
I hate the UNM core curricu- Court comprised of nine
politically appointed justices
lum as much as anyone, but
whose only oversight is the icy
I might have to agree with an
scythe of death."
American I listory or American
So, diere are flaws within our
Politics class requirement
system that may discourage
Students often lack the
potential voters from getting
context of history for our form
involved.
i it government and why it is so
At times, it might seem
special
like the system is too hard to
\lter learning what life was
change and voting makes little
like under colonial rule,
difference in our everyday lives.
students may understand why
Bur the key to mobilizing
our government is set up the
students is not to force them
waj it is.
or guilt them into voting on
After learning how repressed
Election Day. Bringing in
most ot the world's population
celebrities to tell students to
is. students may appreciate the
vote is not going to solve otir
v alue of participating in their
apathy problem.
Students will have to realize
government.
When students leani about
on their own that they live in a
democracy every day, not just
the struggle 01 achieve our
on Election Day.
democracy and the privilege of
Students will have to
living in such a country,
hopefully that will be enough to understand that living in a
democracy is a privilege, but it
energize the vote.
comes with certain obligations.
This is not to say we live
Once students realize this,
under a completely flawless
we will have a democracy in
system of government.
action, not democracy inaction
Stewart writes, "It is under-

Your goal is to become a
Research Scientist
Your desire is to unlock the mysteries of biomedicine
Create your future in an exciting and supportive environment
where vision and imagination are encouraged.
Develop your skills under the mentorship
of nationally renowned faculty on the
cutting edge of Biomedical Research;
ranked in the top 10% of faculty
nationwide for sponsored funding;
with nearly $300 million in research
awards to support cutting edge
research, talented Postdocs and
promising graduate trainees.
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Arnold's unsuccessful first year
reporters asked the governor
about the transaction, he
simply retorted that his office
was "not for sale."
U-Wire Columnist
This is by no means the only
time the media has caught the
Arnold Schwarzenegger took
governor shamelessly appeasoffice on Nov. 17,2003, under a
ing special interest groups.
barrage of questions
Arnold harshly criticized his
Could the former actor and
main rival in the recall race, LL
bodybuilder really restore
Governor Cruz Bustamante,
accountability to the governfor being influenced by Native
ment of the largest state in
American gaming lobbyists.
the I Inion? Could he stand up
However, within a few
to the pressure from special
months of taking office, Arnold
interest groups? Did he have
proposed the most controverthe experience to maneuver
sial Native American gaming
California through its budget
plan in the state's history.
crisis?
This club, with 5,000 slot
After his first ten months in
machines, would have more
office, Arnold has already
slots than any Las Vegas casino
proven the doubters'
and would be the first urban
skepticism well-founded.
Native American casino in the
Arnold's greatest failure
state's history.
has been his inability to bring
Though the state would
integrity back to California's
receive 25% of the club's
governorship. Schwarzenegger
revenues, many still wondered
won the recall race promising
why the governor had changed
to throw open the doors and
his mind on the issue... until
windows of government."
they found out who was behind
Unfortunately, he has done
the deal. It soon became
the exact opposite. With
evident that Maloof Sports and
Schwarzenegger in office, the
Entertainment would manage
California governorship has
the casino.
controlled media access to
This group, headed by )oe
an unprecedented extent.
and Gavin Maloof, owns the
Reporters have held many
Sacramento Kings and the
past governors accountable for
Palms Casino in las Vegas.
their actions. This method of
They also happen to be
accountability played a critiimportant fund-raisers for
cal role in the downfall of Gray
Schwarzenegger. The brothers
Davis. Arnold, on the other
once hosted a SlOO.OOO-a-plate
hand, dodges tough questions,
dinner as well as a $25,000
while his aides keep reporters
Kings game with Arnold.
away from his everyday affairs.
Boasting diat they have raised
The governor's daily schedover $ 1 million for the governor,
ule mainly consists of "private
they have also spent $64,505 in
meetings." Califomians have
event expenses.
no way of knowing whom he
Sadly, the Maloof brothers
meets or what he discusses
will not have a chance to
with them. In short, they have
manage the huge casino.
no way to hold him accountThe state legislature recendy
able for his actions.
shot down the plan - despite
But, despite Arnold's best
Arnold's continued support.
efforts, the media uncovered
Still, many have praised the
chinks in his armor.
governor for passing a budget, a
When the governor
promise that he made from the
went to New York City for
outset of his campaign.
die Republican National
While it passed after the fiscal
Convention, he had a $350,000
year began, many said deliverbudget for the trip from the
ing a budget at all was a grand
California Events Committee,
accomplishment.
a tax-exempt division of However, a close look at the
the California Chamber of
budget clearly shows that it is
(Commerce. The money
an unworkable plan that will
the committee afforded to
leave California once again
Schwarzenegger came diiecdy
from over a dozen donors, such struggling with a deficit in just a
few years.
as pharmaceutical and health
Arnold's budget plan rests
care companies, each of which
largely on borrowed money and
had a vested interest in
overly optimistic predictions.
upcoming legislations.
Early estimates showed that the
Arnold threw a party at the
Native American casinos which
Rite Carlton to thank his
Schwarzenegger so ardent!)
gracious supporters. When

MICHAEL
MUROV

SCHMIDT, FROM PAGE 4
information is "inconclusive."
Maybe with the re-election of
George W Bush, our genitalia
will mysteriously disappear,
and babies will be delivered
by the stork. At least I hope so
because if Bush is re-elected,
his old-fashioned views will
continue to jeopardize the

-flvs. Catttfnfafes

rights and health of women
around the world.
So if you're dunking about
waving one of those 'AV Stands
for Women" signs around like it
means something, please think
again.
It's not hard to see that Bush
is about as "in tune" to what
women want as that four-eyed
dweeb who passed you creepy

supports would bring in $500
million for the state each year.
A1111 i s point, the casinos'
expectations have been lowered
to $150 million, a huge blow to
the state's predicted revenue.
State Treasurer I'hil Angelides
believes that this budget cannot
stay balanced for long saying
it "continues to rely on some
phony money."
By promising not to raise
taxes, Arnold has limited the
funding the state can raise to
replenish the budget.
While overspending plagues
diis unrealistic budget plan,
Schwarzenegger has still managed to make huge cuts on
education.
California's schools have
been struggling for years, and
the outlook is not getting
brighter. Schools in my own
hometown of Oakland boasted
20% proficiency in English subject tests for the second straight
year.
The public universities
also face budget crunches.
Schwarzenegger recently brokered a deal with the universities to cut enrollment as well
as increase tuition in public
institutions.
For the first time in its history,
the University of California system will not be able to accept
every eligible student. As a
system based on this principle,
the alternative of guaranteed
admission after two years of
community college is a catastrophe.
One story reflects the true
nature of Arnold's governorship.
During Schwarzeneggers
fully funded trip to New York .
City, he found time to visit a
Harlem school for a photo
shoot.
Close to 90 reporters attended the event to catch a photo
of the governor demonstrating
his strong stance on education.
There was only one problem:
the head of New York City's
teacher union said the school
was not yet in session.
The "students" arrived by
bus from other areas. Arnold
was simply an actor on a photo
shoot, impressing the reporters
that watched.
lust as he brought a slice of
I lolly wood to Sacramento with
an unprecedented level of control over his image, he created
a charade to fool voters into
thinking he was actually showing support for education.
Well, at least Califomians can
rest assured that Arnold's acting
experience is serving him well.

love letters in study hall freshman year of high school. That
kid couldn't get girls to go out
with him for a reason, and if
female voters have a
similarly good intuition concerning Bush, then diey won't
give him any love by voting for
him this November either.
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Analyze This!...
Recognizing and Treating Depression
Wednesday, October 6
7:00 PM
BTSU Room 308
Speakers:
Laura Manzey, PharmD, BCPP, Clinical Education Consultant and
Mark Krautheim, Ph.D., Associate Director, Counseling Center

Everyone Welcome
FREE pizza, salad and fruit
provided by Pfizer, Inc.
Sponsored by the Counseling Center, Student Health Service and Pfizer Inc.
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FFl EFING
Falcon club offers
bus trip for Central
football game
The Bowling Green State
University Falcon club will be
hosting a bus trip to Mount
Pleasant, Mich, on Saturday.
Oct. 9 for the football game
against Central Michigan.
The cost is $27 for Falcon club
members and $32 for non-members.
Although the price will not
include the cost of tickets.
The buses will be departing
from Bowling Green Saturday at
8:30 a.m. from Lot L

TUESDAY
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2004
www.bgnews.com/sports
BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY

Women's soccer snaps streak

ID cards
useful
for food
at games

W

WILL
CURITORE

two goals in Friday's match. and scored on a low shot to the
Coppes' Bret goal came off a left corner. i«', answered back
SPOUTS REPORTER
two minutes later when Bremen
The second half of the season cross from Molly Bremen 12:27 scored off of a pass from Gina
looks bright for the women of into the match. Keeley Dayton Rossi. The final Falcon goal
the BG soccer squad. The team also assisted on the goal, lust was scored when Katie Piening
snapped a nine game winiess mulct 25 minutes later, Coppes crossed the ball to Ashley
streak this weekend with two slid Into luBe Irundtts free kick, VVentzel, who put it away with
quality wins. The Moons' 5-1 knocking it in fat post. Samantha less man three minutes remainrout over a fledgling Cleveland Meister picked up the scoring ing in the match. U-ah Fggleton
State program on Friday was where Coppes left off, sending shared the assist with Piening,
followed by a 3-0 shutout over a corner kick by Ashley Wentzcl
ISC keeperSamanthaMartinez
Mid-American Conference foe pasl I SI i k.-cp.'! Allle Zajaros.
had two saves In the win.
(leveland
State
opened
the
Akron on Sunday
"Cleveland State was really
scoring 1558 into the second
BG's Kristy Coppes coiuin
a game diat we expected to
half
when
Jennifer
Wteand
ued to be an offensive force to
win We got the result that we
be reckoned with, scoring the motored past the Falcon defense
IMM

By Danielle Tanner

ripped through the defense and
scored on Akron keeper Crystal
Tabor five minutes before die
end of the half.
In the second half, BG's
defense continued to hold the
Zips scoreless. Tiemay Tilford
snuffed out any hope the Zips
might have had when she scored
on a one-timer from Eggleton
with ten minutes remaining in
the match. Britt Anderson also
the play
assisted.
The Falcons continued to
Ali Shingler picked up the
dominate the first half as VVentzel shutout in goal. She had one
stole the ball from an Akron
WOMEN'S SOCCER, PAGE 7
player, passing it to Rossi, who

needed," head coach Andy
Richards said.
The squad also found
themselves on the winning side
of the scoreboard at Akron as
they won their first MAC match
this season. Once again, Kristy
Coppes opened the scoring
for either team, putting away a
pass from Gina Rossi at 26:22.
Bremen also had an assist on

The Italian Stallion

1 always enjoyed the fact that I
don't have to pay for tickets to
a Falcon Sporting event. 1 just
hand them my student identification card, and I'm in, no questions asked!
However, 1 always questioned
why I had to pay for food and
beverages when I don't have to
pay for a ticket in the first place.
I understand that I'm probably one of a few with this ridiculosly insane viewpoint, but now
it doesn't matter in the least,
because my and everyone else's
wishes have come true with the
latest innovation of the dining
services plan.
At the beginning of the current
semester, many local food service businesses began allowing
students to use their IDs to pay
for items purchased. The result
was an outburst of appreciation
from the major majority of the
student body.
I can't guarantee this, and it
probably isn't true, but I'm thinking that based on the response
to the new innovation that
should have been enacted years
ago, and some random person
(whom I would personally like
to shake hands withl having an
epiphany, the use of ID cards for
concessions at sporting events
was bom.
I, myself, have not taken
advantage of this financial breakthrough yet, but I have heard
nothing but good reports from
friends of mine about the ability to pay for concessions, many
overpriced may 1 add, without
handing over the green.
There are certain questions
that only my anal retentive mind
can possibly ponder, such as if
the school will benefit financially
from this new program. 1 really
shouldn't though, as it seems
that items will cost the same as
they always did. Now, their just
easier for students to get Kudos
to whomever came up and/or
carried this idea out.

Volleyball drops two, falls
to fourth-place tie in West

By Tom Withers
By Jason A. Dixon
SENIOR REPORtER

IHE

The Bowling Green State
Falcons' first 2-0 start in the
Mid-American Conference
since 1998 spurred thoughts of
a return to the form that helped
them capture two consecutive
East Division titles in 2000 and
2001.
With everything good comes
something disappoint ing.
Even if it is for a weekend.
BG (9-6,2-2) fell into a fourth
place tie in the West Division
after dropping games on the
road to Miami 3-2 and Ball State
3-0 on Friday and Saturday,
respectively.
"I thought we played
really well against Ball State."
Maggie Karges said. "We just
had a few balls that didn't
go our way, but other than
that I thought we played
aggressive defense against some
aggressive teams."
Despite the echoes of
optimism
from
Karges,
teammate Chrissy Gothke said
the team feels like they let one
slip away against the Redllawks
(3-10,1-3) Friday night.
After losing the first two
matches, the Falcons rebounded to take the next two. but MU
jumped out to an 8-4 lead en
route to defeating BG 15-7 in
the fifth match.
"1 do feel a little letdown that
we couldn't beat Miami, but
stuff happens," Gothke said.
"We definitely need to leant to
finish teams, keep the Intensity
and not let the game go up and
down like a rollercoaster."

BenSw»|«f BGNew

RETURN TO SENDER: Stephanie Swiger, left, and Taylor Twite make a block against Northern Illinois
September 25. The Falcons dropped two games this weekend against Miami and Ball State.

Assistant
coach
Mark
Hardaway, who filled in for
head coach Denise Van De
Walle because of a flight delay
from Athens. Greece, said the
team dug a hole for themselves
by losing the first two matches.
I think Miami played very
well." he said. They passed
the ball extremely well, they
ran their offense very well. The
mistake we made is we came
out really flat.
"We didn't follow the game
plan very well and I just don't
feel like we were very focused,"
I lardaway added. "1 give Miami
credit, because they were
prepared and they were the

better. They outworked us in the
more focused team
When the Falcons went backcourt and they hit smarter
into lohn F. Worthen Arena in the frontcourt."
Van De Walle added that
the lollowing night to face the
Cardinals, Van De Walle arrived returning to the sidelines
right in time for the pregame was an easy transition for her
lockerroom talk.
after spending the last month
Though it was not enough to coaching the USA National
keep BG from falling to BSU for Sitting Volleyball Team.
their 24th consecutive time.
"Once my job was done with
The Falcons' last win against tin' sitting team and 1 was flying
BSU was on Oct. 3,1992.
home, 1 was again focused on
Van De Walle said BSD is a big
BG volleyball.'' she said.
match for her and the team.
BG will continue their five
"1 was really happy to be back
... Of course, I'm disappointed game roadtrip when they travel
in the outcome but 1 thought to face Indiana-Purdue Fort
Wayne tomorrow at 7 p.m. for
we played a pretty good match,
die said. "Ball State just played the second time this season.

Tennis rolls to big victories
By Matt Hawkins
SPORTS REPORTER

The BG rackets caught fire
this weekend at the Wolverine
Invitational as the Falcons
competed in the three-day,
seven-team event in Ann Arbor.
After losing the opening match,
sophomore Ashley lakupcin
suddenly found her stroke with
three straight victories and
defeated Western Michigan's
Carrie leanmaire. to win the
back-draw of the Blue Flight, 6-2,
6-3. Head coach Penny Dean said
Jakupcin has moved her game up
a notch and her matches show
the results.
"Ashley just hit dynamite
shots to keep winning points,"
Dean said. "She lost twice to
(leanmaire) last year and never
beat her, so that was a big win."
lakupcin's teammate, junior
Andrea Meister also reeled off

LeBron
opens
up about
Athens

three straight wins but lost in
the finals of the front-draw to
Marquette's Callan Smith in the
Wolverine Flight. Dean said she is
proud of Meister and the way she
was able to reach the finals of the
front- draw.
"Since we've been going to this
invitational, she's our first player
to be in the finals of a front-draw,"
Dean said. "She really found
her game and played extremely
well."
Senior Cameron Benjamin,
also in the Wolverine Flight, finished in third place in the frontdraw with a victory over Xaviers
Annie Diedalis, 6-0,6-2.
Both Falcon freshman lenna
Nussbaum and Andrea Volley
also finished strong, both advancing to the back-draw finals of
the Wolverine and Maize flights
respectively. However, Nussbaum
TENNIS. PAGE 8
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Davis takes wins
however they come
over Washington is still fresh.
Perhaps the most unsightly
moment was holder Denick
Frost getting smashed by two
Redskins defenders as he tried
to run on a fake field goal late
Byioe Mikcia
in the fourth quarter.
THE ASSOCIAl I 0 PRESS
Frost was supposed to throw it.
Browns coach Butch Davis but didn't see wide open often
acknowledges that Sunday's win sive tackle Joaquin Gonzalez
wasn't pretty.
running toward the end zone.
But looks aren't important (or
Davis said the Browns have
the Browns, who are just happy practiced the play for three years
10 get back to .500 and start the and called it a calculated risk.
season 2-0 at home for the first Kicker Phil Dawson, who hasn't
time since 1995.
missed this season, would have
"When you win that's all been attempting a 46-yarder
that really matters," Davis said into the wind.
Monday. "You talk about goals
"If we had the chance to do
and objectives and statistics. ... it all over again, 1 would call it
The bonom line is in January again tomorrow," said Davis,
nobody's going to care how you who invited members of the
did it. Ifs just. 'How many did media into one of the Browns'
you win?"
But it's still October, and the
BROWNS. PAGE 7
ugliness of Cleveland's 17-13 win

Browns look ugly in
early wins, but looks
are not important

SWEET STROKE: Sophomore Erica Wolfe works on her game. The Falcons
have seen great improvement from the younger members of the team.

»SS0CI«TE0

Once he came back from the
Olympics, LeBron lames took his
bronze medal and hung it on his
mansion wall — right next to his
pompoms.
It wasn't the souvenir he had
hoped to bring back from Greece
"1 wanted a gold one," the
Cavaliers star guard said, pretending to break down and cry." I guess
I'll order one. I got the bronze one.
It's so sad."
One month from beginning his
second season in the NBA. lames,
the league's rookie of the year in
2003-04, addressed several topics
on Monday during the Cavaliers'
media day at Gund Arena.
The most frequent questions
had to do with his experience
of playing — or rather watching
— the U.S. Olympic team, which
only managed to win a bronze in
Athens.
lames remains puzzled why
American coach Larry Brown
didn't play him more.
"I wish 1 knew the answer, I
promise you," lames said. "There
were times that he told me that in
order for us to win, he had to play
me. And there were times it was
the other way around It was kind
of confusing to me.
"I knew some games I was going
to go in the second quarter but
after I came out, I knew I wasnt
going to go back in and it was time
to put my pompoms on."
Despite the unforeseen bench
time and a supporting role on
a roster stuffed with superstars,
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Els' moves to second ranked
player in world with victory
By Doug Ferguson
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Two months ago, Emie Els had
no desire to keep playing. The
major championships took a
lot of him and gave nothing in
return but heartache.
"I was nowhere," FJs said. "I
was very disappointed back then
about the summer."
Suddenly, the outlook is as
bright as ever.
His goals renewed and
his batteries recharged, Els
looked like a world-beater
again Sunday with a one-shot
victory in the American
Express Championship after a
hard-fought duel with Thomas
Bjorn in the cold rain.
It wasn't a major, but it felt
like one.
"The players, the media, myself
... everybody knows what I've
been through this summer," Els
said. "1 had a lot of pressure on
me, and I think I showed that I
didn't want to lose today.
"All in all, it was very
rewarding."
Els closed with a 3-under
69, keeping pace with an early
charge from Bjorn and pulling
ahead with a clutch birdie on the
17th that gave him a two-shot
margin and the luxury to bogey
the final hole and still win his
first World Golf Championship
title.
Els finished at III -under
270 and earned $1.2 million,
breaking the European tour
record for single-season money
and giving him a solid lead over
RetiefGoosen.
The victory also enabled Els to
move past Tiger Woods at No. 2
in the world ranking, setting up
a showdown with Vijay Singh
the rest of the year. Both arc
scheduled to play the next two
events on the European tour.
"It's nice, but I'm still No. 2," Els
said with that easy laugh. "I've
been chasing Tiger for the last
live, six years. And now it seems
like I've got to chase Vijay It's
fine. I just feel I'm really in a
much better frame of mind right

Peter Morrison AP Photo

RELISH IN THE VICTORY: South Africa's Ernie Els holds the World Golf
Championship Trophy after winning at Mount Juliet Golf course.
now.

The victory comes two months
after the latest setback for the
34-year-old South African, who
was in position to win all four
majors and didn't get any of
them.
Phil Mickelson's birdie on
the 72nd hole beat him at the
Masters. An 80 from the final
group cost him a chance ai the
U.S. Open. He lost to unheralded Todd Hamilton in a four-hole
playoff at the British Open. And
he made a bogey on the last
hole of the PGA Championship,
which knocked him out of a
playoff.
For a guy who has struggled
with "the little man" in his head.
Eta had every reason to shut it
down.
Instead, he took two weeks
off and worked on his fitness,
trying to put the disappointment
behind him.
"I wanted to forget about the
majors, the near misses," Eb
said "I needed to get that nut
ot my system and start over.
Otherwise, I'm going to get left

behind. 1 don't want to do that.
I want to win tournaments, and
the only way you ran do it is to
move forward."
That was no small task Sunday
at Mount luliet.
Whenever Els tried to put
some distance between him
and Bjorn, the 33-year-old Dane
stayed on his heels. Both birdied
the opening hole. Both made
birdie at the third hole.
"If you had asked me before

we went out, if I thought tilt was
good enough. 1 would have said
yes Bjorn said. "He played golf
without mistakes today, Ernie,
and that's what he's very good
at."
Bjorn was remarkable in his
own right
Four months ago in Ireland,
Bjorn walked off die course
during the opening round at
the European t Ipen and said he
was mentally unfit to play, his
confidence so low that even the
largest greens looked like the
tiniest of targets.
Bjorn was a changed man at
Mount luliet.

"He played like Tiger or Vijay
today,' Els said. "He wouldn't go
away."
Els and Bjorn were die only
players to shoot in the 60s all
four rounds at Mount luliet.
"This is a massive step in the
right direction," Bjorn said. "This
is a sign for me that, yeah, I can
play with the big boys again. I
came up one shot short nil mie,
but I came up a long way ahead
of everybody else. And that gives
me a good indication of where
my golf is going."
David Howell of England, who
played in the final threesome,
was a bystander to a terrific
battle, lie shot a 71 and finished
third, five shots behind I Is
Darren Clarke holed out
a 110-yard wedge for eagle to
fire up the Irish gallery on a
cold, gray afternoon that made
temperatures in the low 50s feel
like winter. He wound up with
a tW and tied for fourth with
Sergio Garcia (70).
Woods now is without a
stroke-play title for the first
time since he won the 1996

ftAAAAM
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save in the match.
"|The Akron match] was a
game we real); needed to win
to get out first \i.\< victory,"
Richards said. "It was nice to gel
our first shutout of the season, it
restored some belief in the team

toget these two wins."
lite Falcons have been a strong
team all season, despite then l,u k
of wins The team didn't have
many adjustments to make to
win last weekends matt lies
"As for as the game goes we
didn't play it any differently, I
think things are just starting to
come together and hopefully
that will continue.'' Richards said.
"We didn't make any had errors
defensively and we scored goals
tit crucial limes"
Richards also said that
several Falcon freshmen, who
had not seen much playing time

thus for, got some quality game
experience this weekend. The
experience will plaj a si rung role
in their development, Richards
explained.
One Falcon With plenty ol
experience undei her belt
reached a career milestone this
weekend. Coppes' three goals
put her season total at 10, making
her the first BG player in history
to have at least 10 goals in all four
seasons.
The Akron match also marked
Sliingler's tilth complete career
shutout, putting lier in second
place on the school's career
shutout list.
The squad hopes their quality
performances last weekend will
turn into a longer winning streak
as thej continue M v. play next
weekend. I lie I alious will lace

Miami on, Friday and Ball State
Sunday.

I.is Vegas Invitational, the fifth
tournament of his career I le
oven,line a back Injury that
improved as the week went on,
but couldn't keep pace with the
leaders on the weekend and
closed with a 70 to finish right

shots behind
"I'm happy to have played all
four rounds." Wood-, said. I
don't know how 1 did it, but I got
a top 10 out of it."
Woods finished ninth, and
slipped to No. 3 in the world for
the fust time since May 1999.
Next up could be wedding
in Ik itish newspapers reported earlier this week that Woods
and Elin N'ordegren are getting
married in Barbados, a report

that he refused to confirm
Asked if he was ready for some
heat on a Caribbean island
Woods said, "I'm ready to go
diving, I'm read) to hop In that
water and shoot some fish."
Eb dealt] is ready to hop into
the race forNo. t. a vast Improve
men) from two months ago.

Browns defense keeps team alive
something we're smart enough to
BROWNS. FROM PAGE 7
recognize," Butch Davis said. "We
film rooms Monday to watch the know there are some areas we
play in slow motion.
have to continue to improve on
The video showed that and we're trying to do that."
Gonzalez would have had a sure
The Browns did get a spark
touchdown But the bottom line on offense from Lee Suggs, who
is the trick play didn't work, and ran for 82 yards and the gamefortunately for the Browns, their winning touchdown after missing
defense caused a fumble on the three games with a neck stingRedskins' final possession.
er. Suggs' return limited William
Cleveland's defense continues Green to just four carries.
to keep the Browns in games and
Butch Davis said the coaches
has now held both Clinton Portis
will
make sure Green knows he's
and lamal Lewis to less than 60
an important part of the offense.
yards rushing.
The Browns had one other thing
linebacker Andra Davis said he
doesn't mind the offense leaning going for them — for the first time
in three weeks they didn't lose any
on the defense.
"It's our job to do it week in and players for the season to injury.
2-2 looks pretty good right now.
week out," he said.
"A win's a win no matter what.
The offense looked .lost
to win a game in this
in the first half, just like in the It's so hard
season-opening win against league,' center Jeff Faine said.
Baltimore. Any time they built "There are so many teams that are
momentum, it was blown on 0-4 right now. for us to be sitting
at 2-2 with a chance to go 3-2
penalties and mistakes.
"We're not always playing as going to Pittsburgh ■•• you can't ask
well as we'd like to, but that's for anything more but 4-0."

Coppes scores
three goals in win

TIME f 0 TALK: Cleveland Cavaliers' LeBron James answers questions
from a large crowd of louinalists about the upcoming season.

James wants shot
at Olympic gold
JAMES. FROM PAGE 6

Mark Duncan AP Photo

IN THE HOUSE: Cleveland Browns running back Lee Suggs celebrates
a three-yard touchdown run against the Washington Redskins.

lames enjoyed the Games. He
wants to go hack, too, and next
lime win a gold medal.
"I'm going to go for another
one or two," lie said. "I'm going
to try and go In 2012 ill still have
the Coil given talent to be part
of that team But I'm real excited
about playing in 2008."
If he didn't enjoy marquee
exposure with the U.S. team.
there's no doubt that he remains
the Cavaliers' main man.
The club delayed lames
entrance onto the practice floor
for interviews so Cleveland's
other players wouldn't sit alone
at tables lining the court.
But once lames walked in and
look a seat in the corner, the
19-yeai old was soon su
ed by his • ustomar) huddle
of cameras, microphones and
notepads.
Before speaking, lames stood
up to see center Zydrunas
llgauskas suddenly abandoned
by reporters.
"Sorry, /.." lames said.
Now that he has a yeat of pro
experience, lames said he has
less to worry about as he and
the i avallers enter their second
season together.
Physically, lames hasn't
changed. However, when
answering a question, lames
exudes an assuredness and
insight that wasn't present a
ye.u ago when he came into the

league.
The kid tabbed for siipeistatdom, Who skipped college to
turn pro. has done some serious
growing up.
"I'm more mature now. I know
what to expect.' he said. "Going
into last year I didn't know how
the pace ol the game was going
to change. I didn't know how my
teammates were going to accept
me. I astyear, I didn't know what
I was getting mysell Into,
"But one year in, I know
e\ entiling now. It's going to he a
breeze for me."
Ifonty things had been at the Olympics, where the U.S.
team was humbled In countries
playing a much smarter game.
But although he and his
teammates lost to Puerto Rica
Lithuania and Argentina, lames
scoffed ai the notion that the
world is even with the United
States in basketball.
Never," he said, i he world
can't catch up-to the Nl
one. I feel like we are athletically
mine gilted. I feel like maybe
they love the game, bin we bring
more to the game."
And now that someone else
is wearing gold medals, lames
said \B \ players w ill be more
motivated than ever,
it's changed now. We lost, he
said. " I hat's all voti needed to
supposed to
be the best athletes and players
in the world, you cant go there
and los>
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Earnhardt Jrjs mouth
may cost him points
Profane comments
after race could be
costly for Dale Jr.
By Mike Hams
THE tSSOCIAttD PRESS

Dak Eamhaidl lr. was strangely
subdued after his latest irk torj al
lalladega Superspeedway
Why? Iiinioi put his newly
acquired points lead in jeopardy
by cursing during an interview
with M« - \IUE dominating the
EA Sports 500 on Sunday in take
the Nextel Cup lead, Earnhardt
erred
In Victor) Lane ol all
places,
"I'm worried about losing
some points," said Earnhardt,
who moved Into the series lead
by 13 points ovei Kurt Busch,
who finished fifth Sunday
Asked about iln' significance
of liis fifth victor) at lalladega,
Earnhardt said, 'It don't mean
S-™ right now. Daddy's won here
10 times."
in February al Rockingham,
NASCAR president Mike Mellon
told drivers to watch their
language on radio and television, less than a month later.
lohnny Sauler was lined $25,000
and clocked 25 points after
cursing during a radio interview
following the Busch Series race in
1.is Vegas.
"lohnny said it in a lit of anger.
I said n in Victory Lane. I hope
the) understand that ii was in
jubilation and I know me and
those other guys that got lined
let ii slip, but it's two different
circumstances.
"I think that when you're happy
and joyous about something and
ii happens, i think it's different
than being angry and cursing in
anger. Of course, we don't want
to promote that"
NASCARspokesvvomanDenise
Malnnl said Nextel Cup diiectOI
lohn Darby and vice president for
competition Robin I'cnibcnun
were aware of the situation and
would address it on Tuesday
or Wednesday. That doesn't
ncccssaiily mean that lie will be
fined or lose points."
The verbal slips took some of
the edge oil ,i ven, big day In
Earnhardt
"I'm a little worried about that
but I've won five races this year

Russ Hamilton APPtioto

TIRED TIMES: Dale Earnhardt lr. rests on his car during NASCAR Nextel
Cup Series weekend at Watkuis Glen. NY. He is atop the points lead.
Michael Walirip here las! fall,
came close again in April. He
finished second to left Gordon
in a somewhat controversial
finish, with NASCAR determintng that Gordon was leading
when a yellow Hag waved and
froze the field, [tie race finished
that wav under caution to the
displeasure ol the spectators.
"I'm just glad to get back on
lop at lalladega,'' Earnhardt
said, lie drew a roar from the
partisan crowd when he added,
" I his is mv place."
Gordon, who came Into the
race with a one-point lead
ovei Busch, finished 19th and
fell to third, (il points behind
alter three of the III races
in NASCAR's new 10-man
playoff-style championship.
It was a far different
atmosphere than in April when
the disappointed fans booed
and threw beet cans and trash
onto the track as (,onion took
the checkered Hag.
After the green flag waved
loi the final restart Sunday,
Earnhardt's red No. 8 Chevrolet
shot up and down die
worried. I hey make the calls
Steeply banked track, passing
in the pits and I just drive the
cars on the outside and inside
car."
seemingly at will before finally
I arrthardt, who won four
moving past Kevin llarvick lor
straight lalladega races before
tin1 lead on lap 186.
being beaten by teammate

and I'm pretiv thrilled," lunior
said. "I wasn't expecting lo have
such a great season."
Uthoughhewasatorneai the
front for virtually the entire
leading a race-high 78ofth
lap-. Earnhardt need to charge
from 1 llh place over the last live
laps to the win the race, lie fell
behind when crew chid loin
Bury Sr. decided to gamble on
two fresh right side tires on his
final pit slop.
Euiy decided to take advantage
of die fact that Earnhardt was
already on pit mad for his final
stop when a yellow Hag came
out for a crash involving Sterling
Marlin and Bobby Labonte.
Still, other drivers gor ahead
of Earnhardt b) slaying on the
track nr taking only fuel on their
final stops during the last of five
caution periods. But it made
little difference once the green
Hag waved for lap III I.
'Those brand new rights
just drove around the comers
so much better than those
other guvs with old tires out
there," Earnhardt said. "I wasn't
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We Will Not Be Undersold

9H South Main Street - Across from I

By Joe Kay
IHE ASSOCIHEO PRf SS

Perched hallway up the stain
that conned the Reds' dugout
with the field. Ken Griffey lr.
looked down HI Ins close friend
and smiled.
Irani captain Barrj Larkin
wore ,i siiinhn expression as
he emerged from the dugout
tunnel and headed for batting
practice,
"I ley, this is your world this
weekend," lunior reminded
him.
Larkin grinned briefly, then
climbed the stairs and stopped
onto the field with a faraway
gaze, still deep in thought.
Yes, this was his world — for
one last time, perhaps. Anil, like
everyone else, he wasn't sure
what to make of it
The
Cincinnati
Reds
Completed another losing
season over the weekend with
more questions than clues
about where the franchise is
headedTheyte stuck in a rut of
historic proportions.
\ 2-0 loss Sunday to the
Pittsburgh Pirates — their ML
Central soul mates iii misery
completed the Reds' fourth
straight losing season, their
longest such stretch since they
went from 1945-55 without a
winning record.
The shutout also left them
with a losing record at home for
the fourth consecutive season
— they hadn't dune that sinee
1929-34.
Expectations have fallen so
low thai the 76-86 Brush was

MBehrman APPtioto

BARRY'S LAST STAND?: Cincinnati Reds shortstop Barry Larkin talks
to the fans from the stands after he was taken out vs. the Pirates.
deemed a step forward
"After as had as lasi year was,
just iii bring tun back Into the
clubhouse was a plus for us,"
said (loser Damn Graves, who
had 41 saves. "We know that
we're going hack toward the
right direction
at least, that's
what i feel right now. Maybe
the offseason will answet some
questions a little hit more."
Theres no shortage of those
when the1 Heels moved into
Great unerican Ball Park last
Mar. thej thought Ihej "ere
headed for pi.null contention.

\ trading spree cannibalized

In lha unhkaty ■■•"! pou Ind a Urm»i
IM«» o" tha lama „<■ •*,,■*••• ki
MichtOBn „p Ic « mo»

WE'LL REFUND 200%
OF THE DIFFERENCE!

BEST DEAL
IN TOWN
INCLUDES
Chassis Lube
•MD
FREE
Fluid Top-offs
Between Changas

the roslei and set up a 93-loss
season that squandered all the
goodwill from the new ballpark.

ihis year, then' wen' fewer
trades
frankly, not much was
left to deal. And fot •' eouple of
gidcK months, the Hods were the
talk of baseball lor something
other than controversy
(,rilrc\ enjoyed "hat amount
ed to a renaissance as he
closed iii on 500 homers, and a
ni pile lung stall somehow
kept up with the high rollers.
rhe Reds had the best record in
the National league as summer
approached.

Dean pleased with team's
improvement at tourney
TENNIS. FROM PAGE 6
lost to Elisabeth Doktet from
Marquette in the third set with
a score ol in IL while Western
Michigan's

I'ryanka

I'arckh

defeated Volley, also In the third
sei with B 14 1.'score.
Iii
doubles
competition, the team of senior Susie
Sclioenliergei and junior Heidi
Homer won the back-diaw
consolation final 9-7, while the
duo Ol Meislci and Niissbaiim
losi
in
the
front draw
consolation final.
Dean said overall everyone
improved their game and played
"phenomenal" al the Wolverine
Invitational, especially In singles

mate lies.
"1 just think we stepped it up a
notch from the weekend before,"
Dean said.
Tin pleasamh
surprised thai everyone had
such good matches. We just
built on each other's energj
and ii snowballed in a good
direction."
Mong with Howling Green,
Cincinnati,
Marquette,
Michigan State, Xavier, Western
Michigan and the host Michigan
Wolverines competed in the
Wolverine Invitational. Dean
said net Falcons will face everj
one ill these teams starting in
lanuaiN when the dual-matches
begin, which adds an intimidation factor,
I think this will help our

confidence," Dean said. "We
already kncM we cm beat them
in the tall, and we can do it
again.
I lean said even though
Western Michigan was tlie
toughest opponent the Falcons
played at the Wolverine
Invitational, her team is
beginning to believe the}
can beat them which hasn't

happened in the past.
"1 really wish the MM
season starred next week But
then again if were placing this
well now, we need to build on
that .m>.\ gel even better," Dean
said.
i he Falcons host Wayne State
in their first dual-match of the
season on Ihursday at :i;tM) p.m.

i

5W20; SW30; or 10W30 Included
Includes FREE Inspection

PRICE GUARANTEE
SSSIimi SERVICE CEHTERS C

Reds season finishes on
down note, future unclear

14

San

WELL MCTT, OR BEAT AMI CtH"PETITO* OFFER

WVm.BGNEWS.COM

POLITICAL ANALYST
NPR SENIOR CORRESPONDENT

ft

iTKU

Find More Coupon* On-line: thetirommn.com

ofieoi owee inc.

Williams

17746 North Dixie Highway II mils North of Woodland Mall on Route 251

2004 Currier Lecture:

Cooper
Tires , '

Alignment
Oil Changes
Brakes

Family Owned and Operated since 1954
Visit us on-line at:
www.specksales.com
Monday - Friday: 8am - 5pm

Car Repairs

Thoughts on the 2004 Election
Tuesday October 5, 2004
7:30 p.m. with reception and book-signing
202B Bowen-Thompson Student Union
Come join Juan Williams, a Fox News analyst
and NPR senior correspondent,
as he discusses this year's election.

Free Courtesy
Checks
Other tire brands
available
We Accept
MasterCards Visa

"An Insider's View from Washington"

This event is free and open to the public.

(419)353-8312

I Department of Journallim I

.nzis* nicatrohl
■ ludl.i

Tuesday. October 5,2004 9

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

Sterling Mania
Sterling Enclave Apartments in high demand!
internet in every bedroom;
24 hour state-of-the-art fitness center, billiards, sand
volleyball, resort style pool
and over sized hot tub, free
tanning, basketball courts,
and 24-hour computer lab!
Each of the four
bedroom apartments include
a full-sized washer and
dryer, pantry in every kitchen, refrigerator with icemaker, dishwasher, range,
microwave. Iwo bathrooms
with two sinks in each,
private bedrooms with
ceiling fan, patio or balcony,
central air. miniblinds on all
windows, and the furnished
packages include a 32" TV!
To help maximize your
living experience at the
Enclave, the management
offers a roommate
matching program, 24-hour
maintenance anil trash.
water, sewage, and internet
are included! Bedrooms

The alarm clock sounds.
You hit the snooze button two. three. OK four
times. Before you realize
it, you have 30 minutes to
head out the door and gel to
class in thee inches of snow.
Relax, you live at Sterling
University Enclave, you can
hop on the shuttle that runs
every 15 minutes to campus
and avoid walking at all!
Perhaps this amenity as
well as their several others is the reason they are in
such high demand. Sterling
University Enclave is a
collegiate residence located
ai 706 Napoleon Rd.
Pre-leasing has been ongoing lor Spring and Fall of
2005 and they are filling up
fast! Sterling's list of amenities has apparently caught
on with students.
The newer apartment
homes are available
furnished or unfurnished;
they have free high speed

ate leased individually with

I AKi.l . SPACIOt S living areas allow students h>
comfortablj entertain friends in .i relaxed atnta

S1ERI isi! tn I I RS .i resort style pool
and sundeck

•This is a paid advertisement

CLOSET

UTILITY

CIOSI I

their own private bedroom
door locks! No more
worrying about your
roommates sticking you
with charges! Prices range
from $299.00 to $304.00
per month. The furniture
package is an additional
$27.00 per month.
Holly Reinhart,
Community Manager, said
she is excited that they arc
filling up si) quickly again
this year and that she is
trying to get the word out
to get in and sign your
lease now ! '"Last year we
were out of full units by
December, this year it looks
like it will be much earlier."
The office is open
Monday through Friday
from I 0:00AM until
5:30PM. Saturday 10:00
AM until 5:00PM and
Sunday 1:00PM until
5:00PM.

BATH

BA1H
CNTRY
BEDHOOM

BFDROOM

RESIDI NISI NJOY .i competith
PAN

KIICHEN

HEF
BFOROOM

1 IVING ROOM

BFDROOM

a
PAtIO/BALCONY

sl I DEN I s I NJOY .i friendl) gam
on ihe facility's court.
I in 111 ii >K PI \\ lot the apartments follows the basic layout depicted above.

WWW.BGNEWS.COM
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By Stevensonlacobs
'HE ASSOCIATED PRESS

PORT-AU-PRINCE, Haiti
Supporters of ousted President
[ean-Bertrand Aristide wielded
machetes and threatened to nil
off the heads of Haitian police and
the interim prime minister during
demonstrations yesterday, pan of
a recent campaign that has been
dubbed "<Iperation Baghdad."
No violence was reported in
yesterday's demonstrations In
the capital Port-au-Prince, but
at leasl II people were killed in
clashes rhursdaj and Friday,
including three police officers
who were shot to death and then
beheaded.
Tensions, erupted into violence
in the capital last week as the
country was still reeling from

the chaotic aftermath ofTropical
Storm leannc.
The death loll from the storm's
devastating Hoods and mudslides rose yesterday to 1,870
with another 88-1 reported missing and most presumed dead.
About 150 Aristide supporters demonstrated yesterday and
some directed their anger at
1 laitian police who tired into the
air to try to disperse a gathering.
Using torched cars, protesters
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Evidence unit?
High spirits
Wet-eyed
Zigzag
5th or Lex,
Over and above
Not of this world
Connect
salts
Revere's route
Part ot USPS
Silvery gray
Letter opener?
Metal waste
Laudanum, e.g.
Pol's cash provider
Howard Hawks movie,
with "The"
Bitterly pungent
Chairman of China
Singer Reese
Mad dogs and Englishmen's
time?

47
48
49
52

Lupone role
Jury members
Unwanted plant
Facilitate
"The X-Files" extras
Lion, Tiger or
Bear, e.g.
Tasty tuber
Pleased
Acronym of a
restaurant chain
Warren and Scruggs
Bikini, for one
Team race
Ill-smelling
Palm of a paw

40
41
45
46

Before you know it
HST's successor
Italian wine region
Writer Ogden

50 Unbroken
51 Lapis

54
55
57
58
59
Bamboo lover
61
Oak fruit
62
Sing like Bing
63
Used to be
Person, place or thing 64
65

Martini garnish
Surviving wife
Sacred Islamic text
Pass into law
Escritoires
Trials and tribulations
Formerly present
Letters lor auditors
Vessel with a spigot
Freed

Not forthright
Pilotless planes
Pin down
Part of A.D.

53 Pull along
56 Slithered
60 Rod Selling's stomping
ground
63 Knickknack
66 Altar vow
67 Emanations
68 First in quality
69 Erich _ Stroheim
70 Abrupt, sharp sound
71 Machu Picchu locale

ANSWERS

'■3

Personals

Help Wanted

For Sale

For Rent

Learn a skill lor lite Take PEG 157
Western Horsemanship. Check us
out at Sandersonstables.com

A part-time counter person. Mon.Fri. and a few Sat. mornings. Apply
at Long's Cleaners. 1204 W
Wooster 419-354-4494

Celtic Tapestries. Perfect for
Walls, Beds, Tables. Curtains.
etc.
Many designs, sizes, colors avail.
www.mlthrasshleld.om

Perrysburg. easy access to I 75.
Quiet 2 bdrm , apt 1 bath, water
incl., laundry lacil. security bldg.
$525-550 month 734-850-0121.

AVON Interested in having a parly
or a fund raiser, or just buying great
products tor you or someone else7
Call 4t9-214-5940 for more into, or
a catalog. Ask for Denise.

Wanted

Unlimited tanning remainder ot
semester. $50 booths and beds.
Campus Tanning 352-7889

Personals

Roommate needed to sublease!!!
3 bdrm. Ig. duplex. 2 full baths, w/d.
532 Elm St. Apt. A. $250/mo.
(740) 375-5676 or (740) 375-4996.

HANGING

S450 Group Fundraiser
Scheduling Bonus
4 hours of your group's time PLUS
our tree (yes. free) lundraising solulions EQUALS $1,000-$2,000 in
earnings for your group. Call TODAY for a $450 bonus when you
schedule your non-sales fundraiser
with CampusFundraiser. Contact
CampusFundraiser, (888) 923-3238
or visit www.campusiundraiser com

Cla-Zel
Theatre
"Donnie
Darko"
The Director's Cut

». Nightly at: *
6:30 and 9:00 pm

# IMLS ^ y
■ i'«.i iUtt.

From Only
$465! *
On selected floor plans
• Ground floor ranch style
apartment with private
entrance
• Patio
• Spacious kitchen
•Laundry facilities
• Pets welcome
• Convenient on-site parking
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M°n'^ Unlimited & receive 2 FREE upgrades in
Sun Capsule, when you bring this ad in.

,ne

Used brass trumpet tor sale.
Good condition $300 OBO
Call 419-353-3999

For Rent
1 bedroom apt.
$300 lor 1st 3 months
Call 419-378-1409

" Rooms avail, now $230/mo.
lor 2 bdrm apis avail 2nd
semester
Listings avail lor 05 ft 06' school yr
24/7 ® 316 E Merry #3
or call 353-0325 9am-9pm
Perrysburg-Waterville min to BG
Condo Residence. Ideal for contemplative study Chefs kitchen, privacy
porch, fresh white ceramic powder
rm All season panoramic view. Respectful, private. Fust class setting,
first class service. Non smoke, no
pets $495/595 419-344-8018
Subleaser needed for 467 S. Summit »57 Spring Semester. Clean,
quiet, residential area. Close to town
ft campus Call 419-308-3138.

5 room house lor rent
Available Aug 25
352-5822
2 bdrm. turn apt. NO smoking, NO
petsl Close to campus. Inclu. util.
Call 353-5074.

Subleaser needed in Ig. 1 bdrm. apt.
in house Dec 04-July05. $385/mo.
(negotiable! All util paid except
elec tree heat Quiet area. 1 blk.
from Downtown Call 330-307-0719

Baked Chicken

Management Inc.
ASK ABOUT OUR
SPECIALS GOING
ONNOW
Call 353-5800

Used furniture.
CHEAPI
419-352-2963, evenings

APPLY
NOW!
START
NOW!
GREAT

Available from 4 pm '»I JO pm
Half «.t a baked Chicken Mrvcd with
NUshi-.i Potatoes. Gravy. Comhread
Sniffing, Vegetable and Coleslaw.

AfifrCA
■l*iu|Ku.r,i> |
IU

OPEN NOW
Hillsdak-Apt.
1062 Pairview

PAY!

•
•
•
•

?> Ixlrm Twnhs
Dishwasher
Garbage Disposal
washei iiiM-rllixik-up
(2/3 bdrm)
•Carport.- BGSI Bus stop

163 South Main Street"
nifH Fin* Food Sine* 1972

* Flexible schedules around
your classes

^JE>!CA
KQBB ES
Heinysltp ^pTi

• Customer Sales/Service
• Advancement Opportunity

• Conditions exist
•All ages 18 and over

♦ ♦♦

Apply
in Toledo

CINEMA 5

5dui.li t<i<iw ltn/Mttni \mm

6.

Sky Ofttin mi tkt WwM tf Tonwroa IK,) ■
(»:4SI,4JO.r:»IIO«l
Hurt taUINI:(WON,(iiOI.I 40.MO, 19:401
toftwi
U4fc.H(H-UI:(l!:40l,4:H.fOO,l».»l*IVuo
l«r.M»f(N-11|:lli.Ml.4 W.Jli.110.051 «feK1

!l»h«nlln(tfrll):(1l:BI.O:10). ** WS, 1*401

CALL NOW!
419 861 61 M
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710 N. Enterprise
I Ixlrms
Dlshwashor
Garbage Disposal
washa Dryer in i bdnns
CKH WALK TO CAMPUS

rfxXXA

*"ta°

IIIM.IW,I*
II MiMaw MM,
1unk|0a4«M,M<frI*>IU|UIK III, WM-M
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cintmark.com
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$2700. 248-506-4020.

Alllkk.tsJustS3.75l rt.

www.do zel.com

s

1996 Dodge Intrepid. $3800 Great
conditionl For more info, contact
Kevin Harrison 419-494-6273.

Wednesday is Student ID Night

127 N. Main St. Downtown B.G,

1

-

Pitbull puppies tor sale
Male $350 and lemale $400
Call Nick at 419-308-4065

CYO Boys/Girls volunteer basketball
coaches needed for winter season
Contact Scott at
sehmansSbgnel.bgsu edu or
Ken at kfortney@bgohio.org

• Internships Available

VABSn* SQUAM

V

iiYour connection to campus!j||

1986 BMW 325I very clean, low
miles, 5 spd. sunroof, 1 owner

1 -2-3 Bedroom Apartments

N

" 37^-244

'BARTENDING' $3O0/day potential.
No exp. necessary. Training provided Call 800-965-6520 ext 174.

Cust. Sales/Service

I

D

What's goiflig on at BGSU?
^J /CallFact ilnebt

For Sale

•fc Student Night!

353-1361

u

Help Wanted

Advancement opportunity
Internships available
Conditions exist. All ages 18+
Apply in Toledo, work in BG area
Call Now! 419-861-6134

*
Ci

72 Cote mama
73 Shades

Get Paid For Your Opinions!
Earn $15 - $125 ft more per survey!
www.moneyforsurveys.com

APPLY NOW START NOW
Flexible schedules around classes
GREAT PAY

s

1616 E. Woosfer • (41 9)-354-2244

Are you the ultimate college sludenf> Sports Illustrated wants you to
loin our SI Scouts Panel to speak on
campus trends, college sports, &
student traditions. Win fabulous prizes! Go to siscouts.com & apply now!

Services Offered

'Tired of missing deadlines because
you have other assignments?
Your Problems Are Solved
QuikType Services will type
resumes, reports, lerm papers &
business plans.
Oulk Type otters last, accurate service wilh reasonable rates that vary.
Call 419-917-0338 to sel up an
appt
or email lynette_25@hotmail com

39
42
43
44

1-800-678-6386.

MISPRING BREAK! CANCUN.
ACAPULCO, JAMAICA
From $459* Tax! FLORIDA $159!
Our Cancun Prices Are $100 Less
Than Others! Book Now!
Includes Breakfasts, Dinners.
30-50* Hours Free Drinks!
Ethics Award Winning Company!
View 500 Hotel Reviews
and Videos at
www SnringBreakTravel com
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Services Offered

Babysitter, extensive experience in
child care. Has experience with special needs kids. Call 419-733-4536

wvm.SpringBrflaKTravtil.cpm

n

Engulf
Sun: pref.
Forays
Meet parts
Not-guilty plea

of terror" resembling "the
four months preceding leanBert rand Aristide's departure."
Now in exile In South Africa.
Aristide has accused U.S. agents
of kidnapping him and forcing
him out of the Caribbean country on Feb. 29 amid a bloody
rebellion — a charge the U.S.
government denies.
Aristide, who became I laiti's
first freely elected president in
1990, was restored to power by
U.S. troops in 1994, then stepped
down due to U.S. pressure and
a term limit. 1 le was re-elected
in 2000.
Last week. Aristide's Lavalas
Family party began commemorating the 1991 coup.
Ihey demanded an end to
"the occupation" and "the invasion" by foreign troops — referring to the U.S. Marines who
arrived the day Aristide fled and
the U.N. peacekeepers.
Yesterday,
aid
workers
planned to distribute more
food to thousands of hungry
survivors in Gonaives, a city
where Jeanne left some 200,000
homeless.
Another 100,000 victims
around Gonaives were also left
homeless, officials said.

Travel

IIIBAHAMAS SPRING BREAK
CELEBRITY CRUISE'
5 Days From S279! Includes Meals.
Port Taxes. Exclusive Beach Parlies
Wllh 20* Ol Your Favorite TV
Celebrities As Seen On Real World.
Road Rules. Bachelor!
Great Beaches. Nighlhlel
Ethics Award Winning Company!

:~, ."

1
2
3
4
5

blocked roads leading into the
downtown slum of Bel Air.
"We'll lx' in the sireets until
death or Aristide comes back,"
said Milo Icneloti. a 1M year-old
demonstrator.
"We won't stop. If they come in
here, we're going to cut off their
heads. It's going to be just like
Baghdad."
I hough many demonstrators
were unarmed yesterday, some
wore masks and carried machetes and rocks. At least two had
guns — ii rifle and a homemade
shotgun.
'We will light until the return
of Aristide," said Georges lean, a
33-year-old mechanic. "We can
also cut off Latortues head,'' he
said of Interim Prime Minister
< ierard Latortue.
Tensions were also high with
UJN. peacekeepers guarding the
nearby National Palace, but no
violence was reported.
Latortue, who is leading a U.S.hacked transitional government
installed after Aristide's ouster
in February, said the police killings were part of an offensive
by gangs dubbed "Operation
Baghdad."
He told reporters Sunday
night Haiti is seeing "a climate

U

Classified Ads
372-6977
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6 Woodland way
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tilini C11MI01 AP Photo

Aristide rebels utilize
Iraqi model in protests
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PROTESTORS IN HAITI: During a small protest, supporters of former President iean-Bertand Aristide cover their faces
to protect their identity while carrying a machete and rocks The former President is now exiled in South Africa.
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Stop by the Office at
1045 N. Main St
or check website
www.mt;ccar)g..-.im

for complete listing
for next year.

